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Fringe Favourite returns from Adelaide to delight
audiences once again

Jonathan Prag’s latest programme is full of magical compositions from seven
countries and traditions. Bach and Baroque, Russian or contemporary, Greek,
Scottish or Spanish, serenely Japanese and exhilaratingly Argentinian, the power
of Prag’s classical guitar conveys rich emotion and lyrical tone.

Jonathan Prag has just returned from a South Australian tour as part of the
2016 Adelaide Fringe. Temperatures soaring to 40°C did nothing to dampen the
enthusiasm of his audiences, who responded ecstatically to his programme. From
the wine growing region to the North of Adelaide to McLaren Vale in the South,
also famous for its wine, Jonathan’s tour saw him playing at venues ranging from
iconic National Trust properties including Ayers House to beautiful churches such
St Paul’s in Port Adelaide.

A Fringe stalwart, Prag is well-loved by Edinburgh audiences and his most recent
offering cannot fail to deliver an exquisite experience. Frequently touring all over
the globe, Prag’s technical abilities and charming delivery make for entertaining
and impressive sell-out performances.

‘Most impressive… Driving bass lines and animated finger work boasted
the range of Prag’s abilities’ Scotsman

‘Beautiful playing and an exquisite lunchtime treat… Passionate
precision, intensely expressive… exquisite, intricate music’ ThreeWeeks

www.jonathanpragclassicalguitar.blogspot.com
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Enjoy magical compositions from seven countries and traditions. Whether
Baroque or present day, Greek, Japanese or Spanish, serene or exhilarating,
the power of Prag's guitar conveys rich emotion and lyrical tone. 'Most
impressive' (Scotsman). www.jonathanpragclassicalguitar.blogspot.com
fringe web blurb

Arriving from sell-out performances at the Adelaide Fringe, Jonathan’s love
of travelling is a clear inspiration to his choice of music. Prag’s programme is
full of magical compositions from seven countries and traditions. Bach and
Baroque, Russian or contemporary, Greek, Scottish or Spanish, serenely
Japanese and exhilaratingly Argentinian, the power of Prag's classical guitar
conveys rich emotion and lyrical tone. ‘Most impressive’ 'Driving bass lines
and animated finger work boasted the range of Prag's abilities’ (Scotsman).
‘Beautiful playing and an exquisite lunchtime treat’ ‘Passionate precision,
intensely expressive… exquisite, intricate music' (ThreeWeeks).
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